Two Piece Waterfall Bar

Shown here in our reclaimed factory maple, the material for this variation of our popular waterfall bar is harvested from our eclectic batches of deeply scarred factory maple tells the story of work and toil from the last century. The color variation is preserved along with the rustic overtones from cart tacks, boot patterns and mineral stains to provide present users a glimpse into the industrial past.

Choose from a locally made base in dark steel (shown here) or bright steel as well as a number of finishes including hard fumed (shown here), smokehouse or matte clear. The waterfall bar may also be ordered in reclaimed mixed hardwoods and reclaimed white oak.

180” L X 48” X 42” H

Bar, counter and dining height available in sizes that range from 4’ - 15’ plus. Widths adjustable as well.

Wire management available.

Please call 920-380-4149 and press zero between 8:00 am - 4:00 pm CST for more information.